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Introduction

Because of the strong development of digital services worldwide, information and communication technology (ICT) devices
and infrastructure are more and more subject to cybersecurity
and privacy threats, as an increasing number of services require
high levels of data protection and the need of a reliable ICT
infrastructure. At the same time, the computing power and
storage capacity requested from the market are growing at a
very fast pace. These trends in the production and use of ICT
devices can affect not only the energy efficiency during operation, but also material efficiency (i.e. the use of materials
per unit of services), management of waste ICT and, overall,
the environmental life cycle impacts of the whole sector. The
way in which the ICT market will evolve in the upcoming years
will be certainly influenced by issues related to cybersecurity,
privacy and environmental impacts. The role of legislative measures in this framework will be of paramount importance, to
direct the market towards specific solutions. The challenge is,
to ensure cybersecurity, data protection and privacy, whilst also
addressing the environmental impacts.

1.1.

Legislative context

At European Union (EU) level, one of the most renowned legislative tools to reduce the environmental impacts at product
level is the Ecodesign1 Directive (European Union (EU), 2009a),
which requires product manufacturers to improve the environmental performance of their products by meeting minimum
energy efficiency requirements, as well as other environmental requirements. The legislative framework which builds upon
the synergic effect of the Ecodesign Directive and the Energy
Labelling Directive (European Union (EU), 2010a) has been up
to now of paramount importance to improve the energy efficiency of products and to remove from the market the worstperforming ones.
In December 2015, the European Commission (EC) adopted
a Circular Economy action plan (European Commission (EC),
2015a), consisting of legislative proposals on waste and an action
plan covering the whole life of products and materials. It is foreseen that the actions proposed in this legislative package will
contribute to “close the loop” of product lifecycles, through improved reuse and recycling. The rationale consists in surpassing
the “take, make, use and throw away” approach, typical of the
linear economy, and to stimulate a deep transformation of the
way the EU economy works by shifting to a circular model, to
retain precious resources and fully exploit all the economic
value within them. In the Circular Economy action plan
(European Commission (EC), 2015a) a relevant role is attributed to the Ecodesign policy, which is considered as a suitable
legislative tool to develop resource efficiency requirements for
products.
1
Here and in the remainder of the text, Ecodesign is written with
the first uppercase letter, to highlight that we refer to the Ecodesign
Directive; in many other contexts, ecodesign (with the first lowercase letter) means, more in general, an approach to design with
special consideration for the environmental impacts of the product
during its whole lifecycle.

Although Ecodesign measures are mostly focused so far on
energy efficiency aspects, the scope of the Directive is sufficiently broad to cover all the key aspects of material efficiency,
such as durability, reparability, reusability, recyclability, and the
ability to disassembly/dismantle critical components (Bundgaard
et al., 2017). More systematic integration of material efficiency aspects under Ecodesign will also be enhanced by the
on-going development of horizontal standards on material efficiency as discussed by Tecchio et al. (2017).
Even though data security issues were not specifically
mentioned by the Ecodesign Directive, the latter generically
states that the setting of requirements requires a “proper
consideration of the health, social and economic impact of
the measures envisaged” and in particular it “must be consistent with the economic and social dimensions of sustainable
development”. Data protection and cybersecurity could
therefore represent an element of interest for the implementation of the Ecodesign Directive, where they would be
recognized as characterising the functionality of a certain
product.
In May 2016, Regulation 2016/679 (European Union (EU),
2016a), on the protection of natural persons with regard to the
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, entered into force. This regulation, known as the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), repeals the former data protection directive 95/46/EC and shall apply from 25 May 2018.
One of the key principles introduced by the GDPR is that of the
“data protection by design and by default”. This principle defined
in article 25 of the GDPR is closely related to the “privacy by
design” principle (Hustinx, 2010), which establishes that privacy
should be taken into account throughout the entire engineering lifecycle of a product or service, in particular during the
design phase.
The EU cybersecurity strategy (European Commission (EC),
2013) followed by the EC Communication on resilience, deterrence and defence (European Commission (EC), 2017a) represent
a solid commitment to protect the digital security of citizens,
products and services. The Digital Single Market (DSM) strategy (European Commission (EC), 2015b) acknowledges
cybersecurity and trust as key factors for the success of the
DSM initiative. The 2016/1148/EU Directive on security of
network and information systems (European Union (EU), 2016b),
known as the NIS Directive, entered into force in August 2016
becoming the latest addition to the European cybersecurity legislative framework. More recently, the EC has adopted a
cybersecurity package (European Commission (EC), 2017b) that
seeks to complement existing measures and further improve
the EU cybersecurity resilience and response. Similarly to the
related principles in the data protection domain, “security by
design” and “security by default” are recognized as key principles to improve the level of cybersecurity in products and
services.
The EC, following these ‘by design’ principles, has the objective to embed cybersecurity in new policy initiatives since
their inception. This paper presents the result of the practical application of these principles in the implementation of
the Ecodesign Directive. The objective of the research was precisely to take into consideration cybersecurity and data
protection in synergy with energy and material efficiency
aspects of the products.
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1.2.

Scientific and technical literature

Hinchliffe and Akkerman (2017) argued that more time and
more efforts must be devoted to new aspects, such as material efficiency aspects in product policies, so that resource
efficiency can be weighed up against energy efficiency and other
parameters. Indeed, although ecodesign of products has a long
tradition in industries and academic research (Allenby, 1991;
Ardente et al., 2003; Ashley, 1993; Brezet and van Hemel, 1997),
the analysis of the potential connections between ecodesign
practises and policies is relatively recent (Ardente and Mathieux,
2014a, 2014b; Dalhammar, 2014). Several product groups have
been thoroughly analysed from a material efficiency perspective and policy options have even been proposed, for example
for electronic displays (Ardente and Mathieux, 2014a; Ardente
et al., 2014), for washing machines (Ardente and Mathieux,
2014b), vacuum cleaners (Bobba et al., 2016) and PC/laptops
(Talens Peiró et al., 2017). However, very few formal requirements on material efficiency came into force in EU regulations.
Bundgaard et al. (2017) identified a possible transition from an
“energy efficiency” focus towards a more general resource efficiency approach in policies, although this transition is still
in its early phase and far from the full exploitation of its potential. According to Dalhammar (2016) whilst European
manufacturers have become increasingly positive towards policy
measures for energy efficiency, their attitude is still sceptic
towards policy measures related to reusability and end-oflife (EoL) of products.
Scientific literature exploring the link between ICT security and privacy, on one hand, and environmental issues and
sustainable development, on the other hand, is mostly limited
to the study of aspects related to: a) energy efficiency and tradeoff between power consumption and system performance
(Castiglione et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2011; Hassanzadeh and
Stoleru, 2013; Makri and Konstantinou, 2011; Oracevic et al.,
2017; Razaque and Rizvi, 2017; Virvilis et al., 2015), b) security
of critical infrastructure for energy and environmental functions (Lopez et al., 2013; Nazir et al., 2017; Theoharidou et al.,
2010), and c) development of security and privacy solutions suitable for resource-constrained devices (Chifor et al., 2017;
Hassanzadeh et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2017; Zonouz et al., 2013).
Further study of the intersection between these topics requires approaching them from additional multidisciplinary
angles. Indeed, one of ten “deadly sins” of information security, identified by von Solms and von Solms (2004), is “not
realizing the fact that information security governance is a
multi-dimensional discipline” that is going beyond the “personal dimension” and the “policy/legal dimensions”, but
involving more and more the “environmental dimension”.
However, very little research has been carried out on how different aspects of the environmental dimension are connected
with security and privacy protection. This is, for example, the
case of the management of ICT devices at their end of life to
promote good practises in terms of their reusability and
recyclability, whilst still granting a sufficient security of the
reused devices and the adequate handling of private data stored
by former users.
Starting from 2012, standards have been issued by the
European Commission (EC) (2012a, 2012b) to facilitate the EoL
treatment of waste of electric and electronic equipment (WEEE).
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The relevance of data security in WEEE has been identified by
the draft standard EN 50614 on “Requirements for the preparing for reuse of WEEE” (CENELEC, 2016). This document states
that personal data and other data that have been specifically
licensed to a user stored within data-bearing equipment or components (e.g. disk drives, memory chips) shall be eradicated
in accordance with a documented and recorded procedure
(CENELEC, 2016).
The importance of secure data erasure in sanitization of
storage media prior to reuse or disposal has been subject of
study in Hughes et al. (2009) where the authors focus on the
use case of disks and tapes and discuss the sanitization techniques described in National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) standard 800-88 (Kissel et al., 2014). This standard defines media sanitization of data as “the process that
renders access to target data on the media infeasible for a given
level of effort”.
Essentially, the literature describes four levels of sanitization of media. The first one refers to the discard of media
without any specific sanitization measure beyond the deletion of files in the operating system. This is the most insecure
way to dispose media, as user content can be easily recovered by third parties even if it appeared as deleted in the
operating system. The forensic techniques to recover data not
securely deleted from storage are well known (Alherbawi et al.,
2013; Burghardt et al., 2008; Garfinkel and McCarrin, 2015) and
there are a plethora of open source tools that implement them.
The second level refers to the usage of generic techniques
to digitally overwrite all storage space, such as the low-level
blocks overwrite (Gutmann, 1996; Wright et al., 2008). These
techniques are often implemented by third party software and
can operate on a wide range of storage hardware. Whilst these
techniques offer a good degree of security in the erasure of data
in traditional hard-drives, they are not so effective in newer
storage devices. In Wei et al. (2011) the authors demonstrate
how these techniques do not effectively erase all user content
from Solid State Drives (SSDs) given the way these devices work
internally.
The third level of sanitization of media is represented by
the in-drive erasure functionality implemented in the Advanced Technology Attachment (ATA) and Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI) standards. Compatible drives can receive
the respective ATA or SCSI and execute a secure erasure of all
data following the implementation chosen by the manufacturer (Wei et al., 2011). The main advantage of this method is
that the process can be very effective as the manufacturer of
the storage device is in the best position to implement it properly (e.g. by selecting the most adequate overwriting pattern).
The second advantage is that the process is usually faster, as
it is implemented in the firmware of the storage device.
However, studies (Wei et al., 2011) have found that whilst this
approach is definitively more effective than the ones previously described to render the data unrecoverable, in some cases
manufacturers have failed to implement it properly.
The fourth level of techniques is composed by the most
extreme techniques that target the very hardware of the storage
device with the aim of destroying the stored information. The
classic technique is the degaussing of discs, which essentially generates a strong magnetic field that destroys the
magnetically encoded information. It is worth noting that this
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technique does not work with SSD drives, as demonstrated by
Wei et al. (2011). Other more extreme techniques involve the
total destruction of the storage device (e.g. by shredding).
Data protection and cybersecurity in electric and electronic equipment are also linked to the availability of firmware
updates. Firmware attacks have become more and more
common the last decade (Costin et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2009),
leading to a re-evaluation of the role of firmware and its lifecycle
when considering the improvement of cybersecurity in products and services. Although firmware vulnerabilities are not
new, traditionally they have been cause of concern mostly in
embedded devices. However, in the last years we have seen how
firmware vulnerabilities in server components could be abused
to compromise the system and the services it supports. A recent
example of this is discussed by Intel (2017), showing that a vulnerability in the management of firmware of certain enterprise
servers can lead to a remote compromise of the equipment.
Firmware security in servers is often overlooked and the distribution of patches might not be as effective as in the case
of operating system software and tools. It is worth noting that
in this particular example, the firmware vulnerability affects
a wide range of server models manufactured between 2010 and
2017. The literature review also reveals that the firmware is often
the preferred choice for the deployment of backdoors (Ang et al.,
2013; Gorobets et al., 2015; Sacco and Ortega, 2009; Zaddach
et al., 2013). Due to the nature of these backdoors and the way
the firmware operates with respect to the hardware and the
operating system, traditional operating system security controls are not effective in detecting malicious code in firmware
(Rao and Nayak, 2014). There are also numerous reports of
backdoors found hidden in the firmware of consumer devices
(Skorobogatov and Woods, 2012).
Firmware security is particularly important in the growing
market of “Internet of Things” (IoT, objects and people interconnected through telecommunication) and home automation.
With the proliferation of connected smart home devices, such
as home security systems, fridges, stoves, televisions and other
appliances with remote operation capabilities (von Solms and
van Niekerk, 2013), concerns about the protection of personal data have been raised by many experts (Alcaide et al.,
2013; von Solms and van Niekerk, 2013; Vermani, 2016). As these
types of products are a relatively recent addition to the market,
only a limited amount of them have reached EoL and their reuse
and recycling treatments have been not investigated yet. In
many cases, reuse or recycling operators that we interviewed
ignored that new generations of large household appliances
(e.g. washing machines, fridges, dishwashers) could be affected by potential data security issues. No studies on the topic
have been conducted so far.
Although material and energy efficiency (both related to sustainable development), on one hand, and cybersecurity and
privacy protection, on the other hand, have been individually
analysed in some literature, we have found no references tackling both topics simultaneously. A notable initiative concerns
the special issue of Computers in Industry “Emerging ICT concepts for smart, safe and sustainable industrial systems”
(Trentesaux et al., 2016) that compiles 13 papers concerning
ICT enabled smart industrial systems and also addressing either
safety in the broad sense (including security, reliability and availability) and/or sustainability. Although sustainability was also

looked at broadly (addressing environment, economy and
society), no scientific work tackling simultaneously safe and
sustainable industrial system was presented in this special issue
and editors called for intensified research efforts to enable a
convergence of smart, safe, and sustainable industrial systems.

1.3.

Aims and structure of the paper

The present paper describes the research that we have conducted on the relationship between material and energy
efficiency issues for energy using products and “privacy and
security by design” aspects of these products. Our research is
based on the analysis of a specific ICT case study: the development of Ecodesign measures for enterprise servers and data
storage products (the most commonly installed ICT products
in data centres/server rooms), launched in 2013 within the policy
framework of the EU Ecodesign Directive. The aim of our research is to identify potential “preventative” (i.e. by design)
solutions to decrease the environmental impacts of servers and
data storage devices, whilst contributing to ensure the data protection and cybersecurity of devices and infrastructure. Options
for regulatory solutions through the Ecodesign Directive are
in particular analysed.
The paper follows a bottom-up approach, starting from considerations derived from the specific case study within the
mentioned policy process and then generalizing conclusions
valid for a wide range of different products. Its novelty is in
the innovative analysis of the connections between resource
efficiency and cybersecurity, privacy and data protection considerations, which were never tackled with such synergic
approach.
The paper is structured in six sections. It starts by presenting the research approach and the choice of the specific case
study (Section 2). Subsequently (Section 3) the focus is on the
most relevant market failures affecting enterprise servers and
data storage devices, which can hamper the diffusion of resource efficient products and can affect security and privacy
aspects during their life cycle. Then, some potential solutions to overcome these problems are proposed and discussed
in depth (Section 4). Finally, Section 5 discusses the potential
extension of the research approach to different product groups,
and Section 6 summarizes the main findings.

2.

Presentation of the research approach

The present research follows a bottom-up approach, based on
the analysis of a concrete case study: the development of
Ecodesign requirements for enterprise servers and data storage
products. After the analysis of the product group, and following the commitment of the EC to mainstream cybersecurity
and data protection in EU policies (European Commission (EC),
2017b), we analyse how potential product requirements in the
Ecodesign policy initiative could contribute to improve the level
of data protection and cybersecurity both at product (i.e. server
or data storage product) and at system (i.e. data centre) level.
The research approach is articulated according to the following steps:
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- identification of certain market failures for the resource efficiency of the case study products, and analysis of potential
connections with cybersecurity aspects. This step, as discussed in Section 2, is based on the analysis of information
in the literature and on information collected from EoL
operators.
- drafting and progressive revision of potential product requirements for enterprise servers and data storage products
to increase their resource efficiency, privacy and security.
This step is fed by extensive discussions with relevant stakeholders (i.e. policy makers, industries, EoL operators,
associations of consumers, market surveillance authorities);
- assessment and discussion of potential benefits related to
the identified product requirements;
- analysis of the potential extension of the research to other
product groups. This step also includes an analysis of potential strengths and the limitations of the research
approach.

2.1.

Reasons for the selection of the case study

Concerning the ICT products, there are currently Ecodesign
implementing measures affecting electronic displays (European
Union (EU), 2009b) and domestic computers (European Union
(EU), 2013). A further group of ICT products is currently under
analysis by the EC, i.e. the enterprise servers and the data
storage products. These products were included in the Ecodesign
working plan 2012–2014 (European Commission (EC), 2012a,
2012b) as a potential product group for which to investigate
the feasibility of Ecodesign measures aimed to decrease their
environmental impact in a cost-effective way. Enterprise servers
and data storage products represent the highest share of IT
products in data centres/server rooms; their annual electricity consumption is estimated (European Commission (EC), 2017c)
to be 53 TWh in 2015, corresponding to 2% of the total consumption in the EU, and this figure is estimated to continuously
increase: trends such as the IoT, the “Industry 4.0” (the trend
of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies), and “Cloud Computing” (distribution of computational
work and data storage on a number of sites connected in the
Internet) are growing at a very fast pace, requiring more and
more computing power and storage capacity.
In such an overall context, it is expected that Ecodesign requirements for enterprise servers and data storage products
could grant large energy savings (European Commission (EC),
2017c). To date, the typical Ecodesign implementation process
(Polverini and Tosoratti, 2016) is on-going for these products
and a so-called “preparatory study” (a techno-economicenvironmental analysis on the feasibility of Ecodesign
requirements) was concluded in September 2015 (Berwald et al.,
2015). The preparatory study envisaged some potential
Ecodesign requirements, both at hardware level (such as the
efficiency of the internal power supply unit), as well as at
product performance level (such as the power consumption in
idle state). The preparatory study was complemented by another
technical study (Talens Peiró and Ardente, 2015), which examined in depth the material efficiency aspects of enterprise
servers and data storage products. In both these studies, data
security and privacy issues were partially raised, as
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characterising the product functionality, but not investigated
in full detail.
The research described in the present paper further investigated the data security and privacy aspects of the case study
products and specifically led to a novel formulation of Ecodesign
requirements.

3.
Identification of relevant market failures of
a typical ICT product group: Enterprise servers
and data storage products
The research question, which represented the starting point
of the present article, is the following: how to identify solutions to decrease the environmental impacts of servers and
data storage devices, whilst contributing to ensure data protection and cybersecurity in devices and infrastructure along
their life cycle? The problem was characterised in its multifaceted nature (as it affects resource efficiency as well as data
protection and security of devices), with the aim of identifying its underlying causes.
Under a neoclassical microeconomic perspective (Bukarica
and Tomšić, 2017), the observed deviations from perfectly competitive behaviour of markets led to the identification of the
relevant market failures affecting enterprise servers and data
storage devices. A market failure occurs when a market fails
to work efficiently to produce goods in a way that optimizes
benefits to society (Dennis, 2006) i.e. to increase the social
welfare. As it will be shown in the remainder of this section,
market failures for enterprise servers and data storage devices
mainly concern imperfect (incomplete) information (Dennis,
2006), i.e. when customers and other stakeholders which play
a role throughout the product lifecycle, such as repairers or recyclers, are given neither sufficient nor good-quality information
for their purchase (in the specific case of customers) and
behaviour decisions (e.g. about the optimal operating temperature, or the way to dispose the product). The reasons for
imperfect information vary from case to case, being linked e.g.
to lack of standardised methods (such as in the case of energy
consumption) or to overcautious end-of-life practises (as in the
case of the sanitization of HDDs). Specifically in the case of the
(lack of) availability of firmware updates, which will be described in detail in the remainder of this section, this can be
considered as a market failure concerning “market power” (the
ability of a firm to profitably raise the market price of a good
or service over marginal cost).
Once the specific market failures (in the case of enterprise servers and data storage devices) are identified, the most
effective regulatory solutions – in terms of Ecodesign requirements – were hypothesized. The present section concerns the
presentation of the market failures, whereas the next section
is related with the potential regulatory solutions.

3.1.
Market failure concerning energy consumption and
reliability aspects
As evidenced in one of the preparatory documents (European
Commission (EC), 2017c) linked to the work on potential
Ecodesign measures for enterprise servers and data storage
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products, there can be a “non-optimal economic behaviour”
of the customers of these products. Enterprise servers and data
storage products are perceived by customers as products for
which service availability, performance and security still have
priority over energy (and resource) consumption. This is also
linked to the fact that the lack of information on the energy
consumption specifically linked to enterprise servers and data
storage devices, coupled with the absence of standardised
methods to measure their energy efficiency, can still be a barrier
for a conscious and optimal choice of the customers when purchasing the products (in the case of companies whose ICT
equipment is located in a dedicated room or space inside the
company’s premises) or choosing the service provider (as in
the case of companies relying, for the ICT services, on an external data centre). Furthermore, these products are typically
operated at temperature in the range of 20–22 °C (El-Sayed et al.,
2012), as discussed more in detail in the next sections. As proved
by Berwald et al. (2015), more information on the energy consumption and reliability of enterprise servers and data storage
at higher operating temperature would therefore be highly beneficial, as significant energy savings could be attained at data
centre level when working at higher operating temperatures,
due to the decreased need of a refrigeration load.

3.2.
Market failures concerning material efficiency,
cybersecurity and data protection aspects
Despite the relevance of reusing products being largely stated
by both the legislation (e.g. by the European waste Directive
(European Union (EU), 2008) and the scientific community (e.g.
by Graedel and Allenby, 1995 and Lindahl et al., 2006), the actual
reuse levels are still relatively low. To some extent, policy objectives could also mismatch, since concerns linked to data
protection policies could incentivise the physical destruction
of data bearing components, whilst this is making impossible the reuse of the component and, in some case, of the
whole equipment.
According to recent European statistics, reuse of ICT in the
EU28 was around 4% of the WEEE collected in 2014 (Eurostat,
2014), although this figure is an average value referring to all
product groups belonging to this category. A certain variability of the reuse rate of ICT is also observed across different
European countries, varying from 0% to 8% (Eurostat, 2014).
There are evidences that, especially for business-to-business
products, the reuse rate for enterprise servers is much higher
(quantitative information on the data storage products was not
available). For example, statistics of the treatment of professional IT and telecommunication equipment in France in 2013
accounted for reuse of equipment (including spare parts) up
to 27% (Berwald et al., 2015). According to a reuse operator in
the UK contacted in 2015, 38% of the servers received in their
facility were reused as whole, 26% were harvested for spare
parts whilst the remaining 36% was sent to recycling (re-tek,
2015). In particular, concerning reused spare parts, around 48%
of HDDs and 40% of the memory cards from servers were yearly
reused (re-tek, 2015).
More optimistic values on reuse have been claimed by a European association of electronic industries, suggesting that reuse
rates of enterprise servers and storage can vary from 31% up
to 88% (Berwald et al., 2015). However, higher values can prob-

ably be related to best performances in the market and
specifically for some types of contract, such as leasing of products (Berwald et al., 2015). On the other hand, few studies on
servers considered that, although recycling and recovery rates
are generally very high (up to 90%), reuse rate were very low
or null (Fujitsu, 2010; Stutz, 2011).
These figures show that reuse of enterprise servers is a developed practise occurring in Europe, with rates largely higher
than for other ICT. However, reuse rates are affected by a large
variability, depending on the model of servers, type of commercial contract with the client, and the geographical area. It
is also considered that reuse of servers has still a potential for
improvement. Moreover, compared to the reuse performed by
original manufacturers, reuse rates that are achievable by independent reuse operators are generally lower.
In order to identify the reasons concerning potential market
failures for reuse, authors of this paper conducted in the last
years several personal visits to facilities for the reuse and recycling of WEEE. It was observed that, compared to other ICT,
EoL of enterprise servers and data storage have been
characterised by some good practises in terms of take-back
schemes and flows of reused devices. However, some important barriers to the reuse have also been identified during these
visits, such as: data deletion issues in used equipment; limited
accessibility to firmware updates, when reuse was conducted by operators other than the Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs); and insufficient design for disassembly of the equipment.

3.2.1. Market failure on data privacy aspects in reused
products
Concerning data deletion issues, there are an increasing number
of cases in the literature concerning personal data found in
second hand components, like HDDs put back on the market
(El Emam et al., 2007; The National Association for Information
Destruction (NAID), 2017; Garfinkel and Shelat, 2003). These
events are cause of serious concern to the data protection community, as they constitute events of personal data breaches,
in case personal data could be recovered from the device. In
these cases, the GDPR requires that the breach is notified to
the competent authorities and, unless certain conditions are
met, to the affected individuals. In this scenario, the Data Controller of the personal data (i.e., as from the GDPR, the person
or public authority which determines the purposes and means
of the processing of personal data) is responsible for the breach.
In the context of reuse of enterprise servers, reuse operators need to grant the deletion of personal data contained in
WEEE before their further treatment. Data protection concerns, along with the lack of specific guidance and, as
mentioned before, user empowerment, have led more customers to ask end-of-life operators to ensure that their devices
have been (physically) destroyed after their first use in order
to avoid the threat of any potential access to personal information. In other cases operators are specifically paid by their
clients to certify the destruction of data bearing equipment (e.g.
by the physical destruction of the equipment). Alternatively,
when such request did not occur, operators developed specific procedures to grant the sanitization of data bearing
equipment. This generally occurs by running dedicated data
deletion software that is aligned to existing standards (as the
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NIST standard 800-88, mentioned in Section 1.2), or by applying in-house developed methods.
The physical destruction of the data storage device is considered as “extreme” and is not specifically requested by Data
Protection authorities, who also encourage other environmental friendly options, such as the reuse of the device. In this
opinion on the Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on WEEE (European Data Protection
Supervisor (EDPS), 2010), the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS), aware of the risks, highlights the importance of
considering the protection of the stored personal data in the
reuse of equipment and advices that “Best Available Techniques” for privacy, data protection and security in this area
should be developed. It is worth mentioning that the EU data
protection regulatory framework emphasises a risk assessment based approach to the protection of personal data.
Following this risk assessment approach, the proper sanitization of the storage media could in many cases suffice to ensure
the proper erasure of personal data in the device.
From the above, it can be concluded that the (quite often)
overcautious end-of-life practises for data storage devices are
a case of market failure due to imperfect information.

3.2.2. Market failure on cybersecurity aspects in reused
products
With respect to the cybersecurity dimension, software vulnerabilities continue to be one of the main factors that determine
the security risk in digital services. The classical golden rule
for mitigation of vulnerabilities is to keep the software updated.
At a first sight, it might seem that, in the context of reuse, a
complete reinstallation of the operating system and software
utilities in the reused server with the latest updated versions
would be an effective application of this rule. However, software installed in the hard-drive of the servers is not the only
software that exists in a corporate server. The firmware that
drives the operation of many of the components of the server,
such as the Basic Input-Output System (BIOS), HDD or network
cards, can also contain critical vulnerabilities that, if left
unpatched, could be used by threat actors to compromise the
server and the service infrastructure that it supports (see Section
1.2 for more information).
The application of security patches in the firmware in the
form of firmware updates is the most effective way to combat
this risk. The growing number of security vulnerabilities in firmware has started to raise concerns regarding the ability to apply
security patches and updates in the firmware of reused devices.
The unavailability of firmware updates for buyers of second
hand equipment does not only impact their interoperability
with other hardware and software, but also endangers the security of these devices and the digital services that they support.
The availability of firmware updates has been also highlighted by reuse operators as a crucial aspect for the reuse of
servers. The benefit of getting new technologies to market is
more valuable than the prospect of facing the risk of some bugs
in the firmware, which can be finally fixed in an acceptable time
when they will raise. This is why when an error occurs the
OEM’s labs are developing bug fixes to correct the flaws during
the period they support the product. Up to 2010 it was usual
for OEMs to make these fixes available for free to all endusers. This practise has become a standard in all industries,
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especially in the automotive industry. It is commonplace for
a car manufacturer to recall vehicles to apply modifications
for safety for instance. However, in the last decade OEMs decided
to restrain the access to firmware updates for some ICT products only for the benefit of the end-users who were signing a
maintenance agreement with them. This practise of restricted access to firmware can hinder the reusability of
products as enterprise servers and data storage products. The
difficulty for third parties dealing with maintenance, reuse and
upgrading of enterprise servers and data storage products to
access the market of reused and refurbished products is the
reason for which the market failure concerning the (lack of)
availability of firmware updates has been classified as concerning the “market power”, by also taking into account that
the enterprise servers and data storage products market is a
highly concentrated one (e.g. in 2013, 78% of the market was
covered by the top five international vendors (Berwald et al.,
2015)).
Furthermore, the limited availability of firmware updates
is generally related to ICT security issues, as discussed in Section
1.2.

3.2.3. Market failure on disassembly operations and related
privacy aspects
Disassembly is intended as the “non-destructive taking apart
of an assembled product into constituent materials and/or components” (British Standardisation Institute (BSI), 2009). Repair
and EoL operators generally identified the “ease of disassembly” of WEEE as an essential prerequisite for their reuse. WEEE
needs to be disassembled to permit their checking and to allow
the repair and replacement of faulty and/or obsolete components. Barriers to disassembly have been observed mainly in
household products (e.g. computers, tablets, and smartphones)
and related to different aspects as: the use of welded or glued
components; the use of several different fastening techniques (e.g. the used of several different screws and snap fits);
the use of proprietary fastening systems (e.g. special screws
that necessitate of special tools); and in general the low visibility or accessibility of certain fastening (e.g. screws that are
covered by labels). Some disassembly difficulties have been also
observed for enterprise servers, especially when their disassembly is performed by independent reuse operators, who do
not know exactly the architecture of the server and the required disassembly procedures. That is why this market failure
can be considered as a case of imperfect information. The ease
of disassembly of servers relates to data privacy issues, since
the extraction of data bearing components (e.g. HDDs and SSDs)
is, in some cases, necessary to grant their proper sanitization
or destruction.

3.3.

Conclusion on the need to conciliate market failures

As analysed in the previous parts of this section, Table 1 summarizes the four market failures concerning the market of
enterprise servers and data storage products, and stemming
from the novel conjoint analysis of resource (energy and material) efficiency and data security and privacy aspects.
All these market failures seem to go against several fundamental European policy orientations on energy efficiency
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Table 1 – The market failures stemming from the conjoint analysis of resource efficiency and data security and privacy
aspects.
N

Issue

Type of market failure

1
2
3
4

Higher operating temperature
Difficulties for data deletion
Availability of Firmware updates
Difficulties in the disassembly

Imperfect information
Imperfect information
Power market
Imperfect information

Environmental impact aspects
Energy efficiency
Material efficiency-reuse – end of life
Material efficiency-reuse
Material efficiency-reuse – end of life

Cybersecurity aspects
Reliability
Data privacy
Data security
Data privacy

(European Commission (EC), 2015c), material efficiency
(European Commission (EC), 2015a) and data protection (GDPR
Regulation and Regulation (EU) 2016/679). Therefore our research aimed to identify and analyse, through an adapted and
well-structured bottom-up approach, the potential policy
options to solve these market failures.

vironmental, privacy, data protection and cybersecurity aspects.
Finally, Section 4.5 provides a quantitative estimation of the
expected environmental benefits stemming from the implementation of the potential requirements.

4.
Integration of resource efficiency, data
privacy and security aspects into ecodesign of
products

The Ecodesign requirement consisting in the compulsory presence of information on the product energy consumption and
reliability at higher operating temperature is expected to foster
the increase, when feasible, of the operating temperature of
data centres and server rooms. Based on existing literature
(El-Sayed et al., 2012), it can be approximated that enterprise
servers and data storage products are typically operated at temperature in the range of 20–22 °C as any systematic (i.e. not only
due to temporally limited variations) temperature increase is
seen as potentially problematic concerning reliability issues.
Despite this, some big companies explicitly declare higher temperature values (up to 29.4 °C inlet temperature (Data Center
Knowledge (DCK), 2016), proving that a proper thermal management of the data centre allows such solutions.
The Ecodesign requirement could consist of two reporting
obligations: the first one the idle power consumption at high
operating temperature, and the second one on the declared operating condition class, i.e. a temperature range in which the

On the basis of the approach described in Section 2, we propose
a novel formulation of potential Ecodesign requirements that
could solve market failures as in Table 1. Table 2 lists those
requirements which provide suitable legislative solutions to the
challenges – highlighted in the form of market failures –
emerged from the analysis in Section 3. Compared to the suggestions formulated in Berwald et al. (2015) to which the authors
of this paper had previously contributed, the requirements presented here have been improved and sharpened following
intense interactions with stakeholders since 2015.
Each requirement of Table 2 will be analysed in the remainder of this section. The first part (Sections 4.1 to 4.4) discusses
the rationale and the feasibility of the requirements, as well
as a qualitative discussion of potential benefits in terms of en-

4.1.
Information on the product energy consumption and
reliability at higher operating temperature

Table 2 – Potential Ecodesign requirements to solve the market failures of Table 1.
Product requirement

Content and potential formulation

Rationale

1) Information on the
consumption and
reliability at higher
operating
temperature → in
reply to market failure 1

Information on the idle state power consumption and
the declared operating temperature range of the
enterprise server at higher operating temperature shall
be provided with the product

2) Secure data deletion
built-in function → in
reply to market failure 2

Secure data deletion of potentially reusable data
storage devices (i.e. HDDs, SSDs, memory cards) shall be
ensured by providing a data deletion function with the
product
The latest version of firmware for the enterprise server/
data storage product shall be made available to third
parties dealing with maintenance, reuse and upgrading
of servers

The compulsory presence of information on the idle
state power consumption and the declared operating
temperature range is expected to help solving the
market failure related to the perceived lack of focus by
customers on methods to decrease the overall energy
consumption at data centre level (in particular by
increasing, when feasible, the operating temperature)
The compulsory presence of a secure data deletion
function is expected to boost the reuse rate of data
storage devices and, overall, of whole enterprise servers
and data storage products
The compulsory availability of the latest version of
firmware is expected to facilitate third parties dealing
with maintenance, reuse and upgrading of enterprise
servers and data storage products to reuse and
refurbish products with higher security levels
The improvement of the design for the disassembly is
expected to help solving the market failure related to
the difficulties encountered in the disassembly by third
parties dealing with maintenance, reuse and upgrading
of servers

3) Availability of
firmware updates to
reuse operators → in
reply to market failure 3
4) Design for
disassembly of key
components → in
reply to market failure 4

The following types of components (when present)
shall be identified, accessible and removable by hand or
with commonly available tools:
(a) HDDs and/or solid state devices (b) memory, (c)
processor, (d) motherboard, (e) expansion cards/graphic
cards, (g) power supply
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product (either an enterprise server or a data storage product)
is expected to reliably perform its operations. Concerning the
latter aspect, the temperature ranges classification of the
ASHRAE guidelines for data centres (ASHRAE Technical
Committee 9.9, 2015) could provide the necessary standard
“language”.
In terms of servers reliability, quantitative analyses (ASHRAE
Technical Committee 9.9, 2015), performed by means of the
“time weighted x-factor” (a parameter which represents the relative failure rate of a single server at a certain inlet temperature),
show that there is not a significant increase in failure rate, even
in unfavourable geographical locations2. Moreover, previous research (El-Sayed et al., 2012) proved that the effect of higher
operating temperatures is smaller than often assumed, in particular because failure rates seem to be dominated by factors
others than temperature, such as, in particular, poor handling procedures. For these reasons, it can be concluded that
data centre equipment (not only servers, but also data storage
products, networking and other equipment) are nowadays normally able to run under A13 conditions without any restrictions
in terms of reliability. It is highlighted here that ensuring the
reliability of the operations is an essential prerequisite to grant
the security of the information from the perspective of server’s customers.

4.2.

Secure data deletion built-in function

The requirement on the availability of a built-in function for
the secure erasure of data tackles directly the market failure
that relates to the issue of sensitive and personal information in reused equipment. This requirement is aimed at
facilitating the deployment of reuse practises and at empowering the customer and the Data Controller in taking the most
appropriate decision regarding media sanitization, following
a risk based approach. Literature shows that built-in functions for data sanitization offered in many storage devices (ATA
and SCSCI standard) are capable of providing a fairly strong
assurance in the process, suitable for many typical scenarios
of risk.
The main impediment in the practical application of this
approach seems to be the need to find compatible software to
trigger the process. This is the reason why in the requirement of built-in function for secure erasure of data, the
approach hereby presented is aimed at empowering the customer by mandating the existence of a ready-to-use function
in the product that could drive the process.
It is expected that the reuse of enterprise servers and data
storage products will increase if such secure data erasure function, capable of securely erasing all data with a selectable degree
of assurance, is ready and can easily be used by customers for
each equipment.
This secure data deletion function will also allow a boost
for resource efficiency of enterprise servers and data storage.
2
As an example, a town with a tropical climate such as Miami
would have a time-weighted x-factor of 1,26, against the value 1
at the baseline temperature 20 °C.
3
A1 is the first range of environmental classes for data centres
(ASHRAE Technical Committee 9.9, 2015), and prescribes a recommended temperature range between 18 °C and 27 °C.
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In particular, embedded options for secure data deletion will
stimulate the decision towards erasure instead of destruction, so a progressive change in the aptitude of users and EoL
operators is expected for a wider acceptance of product reuse.

4.3.

Availability of firmware updates to third parties

According to servers reuse operators, the number of failures
due to firmware issues, regardless of the technologies used by
the manufacturers, is increasing within the last decades. Not
performing firmware updates can result in slowing down or
even stopping operations, with a potential loss of data. The restricted access to firmware updates has been identified by reuse
operators as one of the major barrier to reuse servers. Practically, if firmware updates are not available the server is generally
discarded even if potentially reusable, or alternatively, harvested for spare parts.
The requirement on the availability of firmware updates
aims at enhancing the development of reuse practises by improving the compatibility and interoperability with components.
Moreover, firmware updates can also contribute to a global
risk mitigation strategy based on securing the identification
and development and deployment of security patches. The
ability of devices contained in a corporate server to allow the
deployment of firmware updates is crucial to achieve an effective mitigation of the security risk by enabling the
deployment of security patches. Against this reasoning, it could
be argued that, by doing so, the door might also be left open
for third parties to abuse the update mechanism and deploy
malicious code into the firmware (such as a firmware rootkit).
Whilst conceptually correct, the benefits of enabling the possibility to update firmware to both tackle security flaws and
enable new functionalities are far greater than the risks. As a
matter of fact, experience in software updates for the operating system shows that the risk can be mitigated effectively by
applying the right techniques such as the digital signature of
the binary updates and subsequent validation during the updating process.
Our analysis concluded that, in order to promote the reuse
of corporate server equipment, the reused server should be
capable of providing equal level of protection against
cybersecurity threats with the existing one before the reuse
took place. By ensuring that any firmware update will also be
available for reused equipment, customers can be reassured
that, should a vulnerability be identified in the firmware of one
of the components, the security update will not be made available to the original customers only.

4.4.

Design for disassembly of key components

The objective of this requirement is to stimulate manufacturers to implement a “design for disassembly” of a selected list
of components, including relevant data bearing components
as HDD, SSD, memories and processors. Thanks to this requirement, operators (including repair and reuse centres) can
access the selected components and disassemble the product
for checking, repair and/or replacement.
This design allows benefits in terms of increased reusability and reparability of used enterprise servers, otherwise
discarded and sent to recycling facilities.
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The requirement also allows a higher data security level,
since data bearing components can be more easily accessed
and disassembled for data deletion process, or for destruction, when specifically requested by the client. Also in this last
case, components to be destroyed could be easily replaced by
new ones, allowing the reuse of the remaining server’s parts.

4.5.
Quantification of the potential environmental
benefits
The following sections provide a qualitative and, when possible, quantitative assessment of potential environmental
benefits related to the proposed requirements.

4.5.1.

Benefits related to the operating conditions

To estimate the savings deriving from the information requirements on higher operating temperatures, the analysis also
included the survey of manufacturers and users on potential
expected behaviours once these requirements would be in force,
to understand how the market would react. More in detail, it
has been hypothesized that, as an effect of the Ecodesign information requirements on the product energy consumption
and reliability at higher operating temperature, a 30% of customers would actually adopt higher operating temperatures.
Under this hypothesis, the effect (in terms of energy saving)
stemming from these Ecodesign information requirements
would account for more than 60% of the overall projected 9 TWh
annual savings (European Commission (EC), 2017c), which
makes these requirements of great importance, despite their
informative (and not based on minimum threshold values)
nature. More in detail, the expected annual energy savings
should be of 5,7 TWh, which equates to a reduced Global
Warming Potential (GWP) of 2000 thousands of tonnes (kt) of
CO2 equivalent.

4.5.2.

Benefits related to the improved reuse

We provide quantitative estimations of potential benefits that
can be achieved thanks to the proposed requirements for the
only product group of enterprise servers. A similar analysis on
data storage products was not possible due to the lack of specific data. In particular, we assumed that thanks to these
requirements it would be possible to increase the amount of
servers at EoL that can be reused instead. Improving the reuse
rate of servers result in an extended useful service of the
product, in a reduced need for raw materials, and also in a
reduced amount of waste sent to treatments, with consequent reduction of material incinerated and landfilled and
related harmful emissions.
Considering the various figures on reuse available in literature, as discussed in Section 3.2, the reuse rate of servers
is largely variable and depends on the brand and/or the model
of the server, on the type of commercial contract with the client
and on the geographical area. Reuse rates of servers can vary
from 20% up to 80%. Based on the qualitative analysis of potential benefits and based on the discussion with reuse and
recycling operators, it is estimated that 1) the requirement on
data deletion could increase the reuse rate by 2%–5%; 2) the
requirement on firmware availability could increase the reuse
rate by 5%–8%; 3) the requirement on design for disassembly

could increase the reuse rate up to 2%, especially concerning
the harvesting of servers for reusable spare parts.
The quantitative analysis of potential benefits was therefore focused on the estimation of the material savings and of
the reduced environmental impacts. The former is quantified
through the additional amount of material that remains in the
economy thanks to reuse, instead of being discarded and being
directed to EoL processes. The latter is estimated by means of
the reduced GWP in the hypothesis that the production of new
servers is avoided. The metrics used to assess such benefits
were respectively: the mass (t) of materials per year, which is
additionally reused instead of being recycled, incinerated or
landfilled (with consequent and irreversible losses of materials); and the related reduction of GWP (t CO2 equivalent) per
year.
This quantitative assessment was developed building on
recent studies on market trends and environmental analysis
of enterprise servers, prepared respectively by Berwald et al.
(2015) and Talens Peiró and Ardente (2015). Berwald et al. (2015)
provided the figures for shipments in EU-28, over different years,
indicating that the overall market is quite stable, with about
1.63 million units yearly shipped. Talens Peiró and Ardente
(2015) provided a bill of materials for an average rack server
with a mass of 23 kg (excluding packaging), as well as the results
of a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) study. Talens Peiró and Ardente
(2015) quantified the GWP for the manufacturing of a case study
server, being about 914 kg CO2 equivalent per unit. Talens Peiró
and Ardente (2015) also estimated the quantity of Critical Raw
Materials (CRMs) contained in servers, such as neodymium,
cobalt, silicon and palladium. CRMs are crucial to Europe’s
economy and essential to maintaining and improving our
quality of life (European Commission (EC), 2014). Approximately 58 grams of CRMs are stored in each server, which
means more than 90 t/year, when considering the overall
amount of servers yearly sold in the EU-28.
Based on the analysis of Talens Peiró and Ardente (2015),
servers that have a potential for reuse are can be diverted from
waste flows and addressed to reuse operations. Remaining flows
of waste are directed to recycling, with about 74.3% of the material recycled and the remaining 25.7% incinerated with energy
recovery or landfilled. Thanks to the requirements proposed
in Table 2, a number of improvement scenarios are established, in which the reuse rate of the enterprise servers is
gradually increased compared to the current base-case scenario:
- Scenario A (precautious scenario): the reuse rate increases
by 2%;
- Scenario B (balanced scenario): the reuse rate increases by
5%;
- Scenario C (medium-high scenario): the reuse rate increases by 8%;
- Scenario D (optimistic scenario): the reuse rate increases
up to 15% (large boost achievable thanks to the synergic use
of all the requirements).
Fig. 1 presents the variations of mass flows of servers at EoL
in the EU-28, according to the increased reuse rate in different scenarios. Taking into account Scenario A, where the reuse
rate increases by 2% compared to the base-case rate, an amount
of about 753 tonnes of materials per year would be kept
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Fig. 1 – Variations of the flows of servers at end-of-life due to different scenarios on the reuse rate in the EU-28, and
potential GWP savings (in thousands of tonnes (kt) of CO2 equivalent per year) in different scenarios: A) increased reuse by
2%; B) increased reuse by 5%; C) increased reuse by 8%; D) increased reuse by 15%; (totals may not agree because of
rounding).

functional in the economy instead of being recycled or disposed of. In Scenario D, this amount equals to about 5651 t/year.
In other words, these quantities represent an improvement in
terms of resource circularity since materials are used longer
in the servers with the same function which they were designed for. Otherwise these materials would be processed
through a recycling process that requires energy and resources, providing secondary raw materials (not necessarily of
the same quality), but also with a significant loss of materials due to incineration and recycling.
In the hypothesis that a reused server delays the production of a new product, Fig. 1 also depicts the overall reduction
in terms of GWP. The reduction is again additional, because
referred to the base-case scenario. Therefore, the additional GWP
reductions over the four scenarios range from 30 to 223 kt of
CO2 equivalent per year. These results take into account the
manufacturing phase of new servers. Impacts of reuse operations (due e.g. to checking, repair, cleaning) have been estimated
as 3.4 kg CO2 equivalent per unit (Talens Peiró and Ardente,
2015). Nevertheless, calculation assumed that energy con-

sumption during the service life would remain constant.
Although not quantified here, environmental benefits of reuse
could even be larger for other impact categories (e.g. concerning resource consumption) than they are for GWP.
This analysis shows that these environmental benefits
brought by improved reuse, expressed as GWP savings, can be
added to the avoided greenhouse gas emissions brought by
energy efficiency measures, expressed in the same unit. This
demonstrates the synergy that can be obtained when coupling resource efficiency and privacy, data protection and
security.

5.

Discussion

The research presented in this paper is a first attempt to
connect resource efficiency aspects of products with privacy,
data protection and cybersecurity issues taking a preventative (i.e. by design) focus. The research approach and the
outcomes described in the previous sections are novel aspects
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not only in the area of product policies but also in the scientific literature.
The research specifically focused on the European Ecodesign
policy, which targets the development of requirements that all
products in the market should comply with. However, more
ambitious requirements (e.g. secure data deletion performed
according to more stringent procedures; improved design solution for disassembly; free availability of firmware updates)
could be part of voluntary policy schemes (e.g. the European
Ecolabel (European Union (EU), 2010b) or Green Public Procurement (European Commission (EC), 2008), or voluntary
agreements at industry level or, in general, other environmental and/or security labelling schemes. Hence, benefits presented
in this paper for the product groups could even be greater in
the future thanks to generalization and deepening of good
design practises along all manufacturers.
The research presented in this paper is also affected by
certain limitations. First of all, it was developed on a single case
study, which could be considered as particularly successful but
also not fully representative. Enterprise servers are indeed
business-to-business products with already an established
market for repair, reuse and data sanitization. Further applications, especially for business-to-consumers, could encounter
different problems and obstacles.
The practical applicability of the identified requirements was
also questioned by industrial stakeholders (Digital Europe (DiE),
2017), in particular because of the reuse of server being already
largely occurring in European market. Moreover, specific criticisms were raised on the potential product requirements
discussed previously, for example concerning the characteristics for the data deletion functionality, intellectual proprietary
issues for firmware and the disclosure of information on the
product to non-authorised personnel.
Concerning the built-in secure data deletion, different
options could be in principle feasible to comply with the
proposed requirement: the secure data deletion function
could e.g. be installed in the BIOS (either the one of the
motherboard or the one of the RAID controller, or both), in a
bootable CD or DVD, in a software preinstalled in the operating system that comes with the server or in a software freely
available from the manufacturer site. Moreover, data deletion
could be customer specific. Manufacturers and customers
could have different needs in terms of security of data. In
this case, the proposed requirement (see Table 2) should be
considered as granting a certain level of security for new
products put into the market, whilst additional procedures
or customized treatments could be still further performed. In
specific high security circumstances, such as the financial,
medical or military sectors, customers could still require the
destruction of the data bearing components or of the whole
product. Concerning the firmware updates availability, major
concerns regarded that firmware development are related to
intellectual property rights and often subject to contractual
agreements. In some cases, manufacturers stipulate commercial contracts with the customers for the firmware provision,
including also customized options. In this context, the availability of updates should be granted by manufacturers to
third parties (especially independent reuse operators), although the possibility of having commercial agreements
would not be excluded. Moreover, manufacturers are re-

quired to produce clear contracts on what firmware is legally
owned by the consumer and is retained by the manufacturer.
This distinction is necessary for third party repairers and
consumers to stay properly informed of their ownership
rights (New York State Senate (NY), 2017).
Concerning the design for disassembly of enterprise servers,
it is recognized that a large part of the servers currently produced are already enhanced in this sense. Detailed information
on disassembly is also provided by OEM to authorised repairers. However, not all the relevant information is available to
independent professional repairers. The objective of the requirement is hence to avoid that certain products, which are
difficult to be disassembled, could be introduced in future in
the market. Furthermore, such requirement could particularly facilitate independent reuse and repair operators, which
contributes to the circularity of the sector.
Concerning the potential Ecodesign requirement on the
product operating temperature, the regulatory approach of
this paper could positively affect the energy management of
data centres and servers rooms, without entailing risks on
the system reliability. According to the proposal under discussion, the approach would be not to allow enterprise servers
and data storage products to be placed on the EU market
only if they comply with minimum prescribed operating
temperatures: the proposed requirement on the operating
temperature is an information one, i.e. it would be compulsory to declare at which maximum temperature range the
product can work (leaving freedom to the manufacturer to
choose the temperature range). The proposed solution is, in
authors’ view, the best trade-off between the aim of solving
the identified market failure and a precautionary approach
towards the specificities of enterprise servers and data storage
products market.
Concerning the reuse aspects, the assessments of potential benefits were mainly based on expert judgements by reuse
and recycling operators, which can be affected by different
sources of uncertainty as: a) the lack (or discordance) of information concerning the flows of servers currently reused in
the EU-28; b) the variability of reuse rates due to, for example,
the model of the server, brand, type of commercial contract
with the client, and the geographical area; c) the uncertainty
in defining future improvement scenarios. Moreover, the environmental assessment was mainly based on figures referred
to a single case study. Overall, the assessment of reuse potentials expressed with the GWP indicator should be considered
as an indicative estimation of the potential range of benefits
that could be achieved for the product group. The additive
nature of benefits (expressed as GWP savings) brought both by
the increased energy efficiency and the reuse improvements
demonstrates that energy efficiency, material efficiency, privacy
and security issues can be coupled into effective and synergic policy measures.
Finally, it has to be noted that the requirements hereby discussed are still potential ones at the time of writing this paper.
The finalisation of such process could entail some modification to the scope and the form of these requirements, in
particular when taking into account key policy aspects such
as the enforceability (by the relevant national market authorities) of a legislative measure. The work performed so far and
the set of potential Ecodesign requirements envisaged in this
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paper however represent, in the authors’ view, a novel, suitable and robust proposal.

6.

Conclusions and perspectives

This paper elaborates on the challenge of decreasing the environmental impacts of ICT products during their life cycle,
whilst at the same time ensuring the privacy, data protection
aspects and effective security of devices and infrastructure. It
proposes an innovative analysis of the connections between
resource efficiency and data protection and cybersecurity.
Through the analysis of a case study, related to the implementation of the Ecodesign Directive to enterprise servers and
data storage devices, it demonstrates that a synergic “winwin” approach between the environmental improvement and
privacy, data protection and security can be achieved. The starting point of the analysis consisted in the identification of the
market failures – i.e. situations in which the allocation of goods
and services on a market is not efficient. Market failures affecting the market of enterprise servers and data storage devices
have been identified. Subsequently, four areas of improvement were identified: 1) (need of) improved information on the
product energy consumption and reliability at higher operating temperature; 2) (need of) improved information on data
deletion practises; 3) (need of) improved market structure to
allow firmware updates by third parties dealing with maintenance, reuse and upgrading; and 4) (need of) improved design
for disassembly of the products. The analysis led to a novel formulation of four requirements, potentially applicable in the
context of ecodesign policies: a) provision of compulsory information on product performance and consumption at high
operating temperatures, b) compulsory presence in products
of a built-in secure data deletion function to support the secure
deletion of data, c) availability of latest version of firmware for
third parties (other than OEMs) and d) compulsory design for
disassembly of certain components (such as HDDs and/or SSDs,
memory, processor, etc.), and the provision of relevant information on the disassembly. These requirements have still to
be considered as proposals, since the policy process and the
debate with stakeholders are still on-going.
The article also presented some qualitative and quantitative assessments of benefits that can be brought by these
proposed Ecodesign requirements, from energy/material efficiency but also security/data protection perspectives. The
expected savings from the product performance and consumption at high operating temperatures have been estimated in
the order of 5,7 TWh per year (equivalent to 2000 kt of CO2
equivalent), whereas the three material efficiency requirements (data deletion function, availability of latest version of
firmware and design for disassembly) would prevent around
1900–3000 t/y of materials to be wasted and they would save
around 75–120 kt of CO2 equivalent per year (under some
average scenarios). Benefits brought by the energy efficiency
and the material efficiency requirements can hence be
cumulated.
The presence of a secure data deletion function also contributes to protect the personal data when the product reaches
the end of the operation and, overall, it will make customers
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keener in allowing used servers and data storage products for
refurbishing. The availability of firmware updates allows repair/
reuse operators to run the upgrading and to test the
functionality and compatibility of different components when
performing refurbishing operations. Moreover, the availability of updated versions of the firmware will facilitate the
effective distribution and application of security patches to vulnerabilities that might have been identified in the original
firmware. This research also concluded that policy measures
initially conceived in an environmental protection context can
be enhanced to purse in synergy also data protection objectives. Promoting resource efficient devices through policies can
be even an incentive to ensure data protection and
cybersecurity.
It is worth to mention that, although the research focused
on a specific case study, analogous considerations and research could be applied to other product groups characterised
by similar market failures, as for example computers, tablets
and smartphones. Our research intended also to anticipate such
risks and propose ICT specific measures that could be implemented in future in a large set of appliances, including large
household appliances such as washing machines and fridges.
This would become more and more critical with the expected growing of the IoT. Having a built-in function for the
deletion of personal data in wearable, mobile and smart home
devices, EoL operations would be facilitated in their task and
helped in being in line with law requirements.
Finally, the article represents a first concrete experience of
the “privacy and data protection by design” concept, i.e. taking
into account data protection and cybersecurity aspects already
at the design stage of the product. The discussion around the
potential requirements contains relevant recommendations on
how to improve the data protection and cybersecurity by a
better design of the product. In a market more and more oriented towards the IoT, product recommendations here discussed
could be extended to several other products, helping to
proactively prevent and tackle cybersecurity risks that our
society could face in the close future.
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